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摘  要 


















































Specificatio is an important mode to acquire ownership of a res originally. 
However, there are no specific regulations about it in Chinese civil law. The 
theoretical studies on the concept, precondition and specific regulations of 
Specificatio were rare and the opinions were different from each other. In view of this, 
this thesis attempts to make clear the evolvement of specificatio through history by 
etymology analysis, historical study and empirical research, in order to reveal its 
evolvement and find its prospection in the future. 
Chapter one analyzes the etymon of specificatio, as well as studies the original 
documents of Roman law discussed the specificatio, in order to define the concept, 
precondition and specific regulations of specificatio in Roman law. Chapter two 
examines the arguments on the theories of specificatio of the scholars after Roman 
law and the evolvement of the specificatio with the development of the society. 
Chapter three analyzes the regulation of the specificatio in Civil Law and 
Anglo-American Law, revealing the evolvement, development of specificatio and its 
enlightenment in different jurisdictions. Based on the previous chapters, chapter four 
discusses the regulations of specificatio in Chinese civil law, and proposed 
suggestions to the regulations of specificatio in future Chinese civil codes. 
The thesis shows that in Roman law, the creation of nova species was the premise 
of specificatio, the ownership of nova species should be judged by both legal logic 
and social concept. From the 12th Century, specificatio as an independent way of 
obtaining ownership was discussed. From the 17th Century till the 19th Century, 
several theories on the principle of specificatio of Roman law appeared. The opinion 
that specificatio was the combination of labor and good, was widely applied to resolve 
practical problems. Thus, the aim of encouraging value creation was added into 
specificatio. Based on this, scholars criticized the concept of nova species, and the 














accepting the rule that the manufacturer in bad faith may become the owner of things 
belong to another property through specificatio. Such development can also be found 
in Anglo-American Law practice, which with the emergence of new rights and 
properties, provides new areas for specificatio to apply. Considered the value of 
specificatio, legislation of China should adopt this in future civil code by excluding 
the preconditions of nova species, accepting the principle of value comparison and 
without good faith, so as to better serve social development.   
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认为可以表述为“我的物对该物所生之物享有优先权”（res mea per praevalentiam 
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